
frameS

we stock rigid aluminum frames
and wood frames in many sizes

some standard ( STOCK ) frame costs are:
20” x 24“ wood - $13.20
18” x 20“ aluminum - $15.37
20” x 24“ Aluminum - $15.92
21” x 28” Aluminum - $23.25

high quality polyester mesh in
counts ranging from 16 ( glitter,
sfx inks ) to 460 ( hi-res UV INKS )

we can mesh frames up to 73” x 154”meshING

some standard meshing costs are:
20” x 24“ white 110 mesh - $8.16
20” x 24“ yellow 156 mesh - $10.08
23” x 31“ yellow 195 mesh - $17.83

*The minimum meshing charge is $10 ON frames under 18x20”

we can coat for solvent, UV,
plastisoL or water-based inks

coat

we can expose frames up to
88” x 62”† ‡

expose

add up the 4 sides of the frame
( Outside Dimension )
ex. 20” x 24“ = 20” + 20“ + 24” + 24“ = 88” = $20)

up to 40” -  $15
up to 90“ -  $20
up to 130” - $25
up to 160” - $30

add up the 4 sides of the frame
( Outside Dimension )

reclaim

EMULSION
REMOVAL
up to 100” - $7
up to 150” - $12
UP to 200“ - $15
over 200” - $17

INK/Haze
REMOVAL
up to 100” - $9
up to 150” - $14
UP to 200“ - $17
up to 250” - $20

tape
removal
up to 100” - $5
up to 150” - $7.50
UP to 200“ - $10
over 200” - $12

Standard Turn-Around Time is 2 business days for screen making, but is subject to change based on
the amount of work in the queue. Film turn around is next day. Art turn around is determined on a project basis.

Rush Services are available for 25% of the total order ( $10 minimum )

up to 200” - $35
OVER 200” - $44.95

*standard liquid emulsion ( cap + THICK film also availablE )

23” x 31“ aluminum - $26.25
25” x 36“ Aluminum - $26.25
32” x 38” aluminum - $43.15
36” x 36” aluminum - $88.85 arT

graphic touch-up, Print-ready file
production, color separations,
design work, Etc. are ALL billed at
$20 per 15 minutes

positives

a $15 Open & Output fee IS applied
once per order ( not per film )

film is then priced per inch from
varying sized rolls to accomodate
your image size:

14“ roll - $0.94
17“ roll - $1.14
24“ roll - $1.61

36“ roll - $2.42
42“ roll - $2.82

*The minimum film charge is $9.40 ( 10” )

squeegees

Custom Builds
are charged by total length of
squeegee, by durometer

Sharpening
billed by squeegee length

single edge
up to 20” - $2
up to 40” - $3
over 40” - $4

Blade Replacement
we carry most edge styles &
durometers to match your
existing blade

SCREEN
SERVICES

MENU
call or click
to order
( 800 )  221-4079
(  612 )  729-7361
nwgraphic.com

Ready to GO?  NEED a little HELP?



Vector Formats the preferred format for most
Spot-coloR artwork, generally providES smoother edges

✔ supported file formats: .AI, .EPS, .SVG, .PDF, .DXF
✔ outline all text in Adobe Illustrator: Ctrl/⌘ + A, Type >
       Create Outlines

✔ set all areas to be printed solid to 100% K,
     all other values will have a corresponding
     halftone applied in Adobe Illustrator: Ctrl/⌘ + A,
       Edit > Edit Colors > Recolor Artwork...

✔ unless specified, right-reading image
     orientation will be assumed
✔ make sure graphic is at print size, or include
     Desired dimensions in your e-mail

ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS

Bitmap/Raster Formats If you are providing
your artwork in a raster ( pixel-based ) format the ideal 
resolution is 300+ DPI at fulL size. We cannot use GIF 
format or any web resolution ( 72 DPI ) artwork, but we
may be able to help you recreate your low-resolution
artwork for a fee.

✔ supported file formats: PSD, TIF, PDF, PNG, JPG, BMP
✔ 300 DPI or higher at print size
✔ unless specified, right-reading image
     orientation will be assumed
✔ set all areas to be printed solid to 100% K
     without anti-aliased edges; all other values
     will have a corresponding halftone applied
       the easiest way to be sure in Adobe Photoshop: Image > Mode > Bitmap...

OTHER ART FORMATS Acrobat PDF files may be an
acceptable format ( these must be reviewed as they can
contain a combination of raster and vector elements ),
but artwork in word docs, spreadsheets or presentation
files will usually have to bE recreated. for best results,
always save the file in the native format of the original
program it was created in. Try to avoid placing artwork
from one program into another unless you include the
original files, fonts, images, etc., or make sure they are
properly embedded. If you provide different art files to
be output than the one you provided to be quoted, the
FINAL price may change.

How to Get YOUR ART Files to Us
Email TO

art@nwgraphic.com
for files small enough to be sent over your mail server

dropbox, Google Drive, etc.
for files larger than ≈15 Mb

In Person
for large files, or IF you prefer to drop physical materials off

OR

OR

Common Adjustments & Preparation that
will not incur art time
✘ adding standard crop marks or registration marks
          ( custom configurations may incur art time )

✘ standard CMYK separation
✘ spot color separations
          ( if spot color swatches are defined in the file )

✘ setting halftone properties ( dot shape, LPI, screen angle )

✘ setting right or wrong reading graphic orientation

Common Adjustments to incur art time
✔ resizing
✔ recoloring
✔ removing drawing info, dimensional marks, etc.
✔ removing/cleaning up anti-aliasing ( gradient-smoothed edges )

✔ manual spot color separations from flattened images
✔ creating a film positive from a provided paper graphic
      ( scanning, cropping, graphic treatments ); this almost never requires
       more than 15 minutes

lAYOUT REQUIREMENTS please specify either
centered, t-shirt or custom LAYOUT. please give
us dimensions to at least one feature on each
layer. we cannot position one layer and match 
the position for successive layers without crop
or registration marks. Unless specified, graphics
will be positioned from the outside dimension of
the frame.

ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS

frame

20” x 24“ Aluminum

$15.92

mesh

20” x 24“ 156 YELLOW

$10.08

20” x 24“

$20.00

$70.40

EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETE
screen BUILD w/ ASSOCIATED costS:

positive

Open & Output        14“ roll x 10”

$15.00
     +   

$9.40

coat +
EXPOSE

additional NOTES

* THE SCREEN MAKING EXAMPLE SHOWN is ONLY one possible 
combination of services, your screen order may coNSIST 
OF MORE OR FEWER elements, DEPENDING ON WHAT we provide
AND whAT you already have.

** We reserve the right to refuse messy frames.

***PRICING FEES ARE subject to change.

† max exposure size OF 50” x 60” IS OUR LED LIGHTSPEED TABLE.
If you require use of the olec / single-point metal halide
quartz table ( necessary for process screens, etc. ), its 
maximum size is 56” x 43”.

‡ We PREFER to use our HOUSE emulsionS, since we are 
familiar with THEIR exposure characteristics on our 
equipment, thus coating and exposing fees are comBined 
into a single service.


